NEW
SANUS Super Slim Full-Motion Mount

Mount closer to the wall than ever before

The new Super Slim full-motion VMF408 mount for 26”–47” TVs is the perfect way to showcase the sleek look of your ultra-thin TV. Position your flat-panel just 1.1” from the wall, while still enjoying full-motion capabilities with a touch of your finger. Plus an integrated cable management system conceals wiring within the extension arm for a finished look, free of dangling cables. The VMF408 also offers post-install leveling adjustments to ensure your TV is always perfectly positioned and a cutting edge gliding system allows your TV to shift left or right on the wall plate for ideal placement.

MODEL VMF408-B1

Full-Motion Mount for 26”–47” TVs

TV SIZE
26”–47”

WEIGHT CAPACITY
60 lbs / 27.2 kg

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS (w x d x h)
25.2” x 1.1”–8” x 18”
64 x 2.8 – 20.3 x 45.7 cm

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS (w x d x h)
27.7” x 18.5” x 3”
70.3 x 46.9 x 7.6 cm

PACKAGE WEIGHT
24.6 lbs / 11.2 kg

MASTER PACK QUANTITY
3

FINISH
Black – VMF408-B1

UPC
793795525512

AVAILABLE
Now

Tooless adjustments: extend, tilt, retract and swivel with just your hands

Home position keeps TV flush against the wall when not in use

Cutting-edge gliding system allows TV to extend with ease and shift left or right on the wall plate for ideal placement

Super Slim mount sits just 1.1” from wall, yet extends 8”

Post-install leveling ensures TV is perfectly positioned, even after hanging
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